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ABSTRACT

The following “HOW TO” guide has been prepared by the Aeronautical Systems Center/Wright Laboratory STINFO office to simplify the scientific and technical publication process.

An effort is not complete until it is documented and the results distributed to the appropriate activities. This guide offers step-by-step instruction and samples, detailing the processes involved in the preparation, organization and distribution of technical publications prepared by ASC/WL in-house scientists and engineers as well as DoD contractors.
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In demand throughout DoD and the world’s scientific and business communities, ASC/WL technical publications are representative of the quality of the work being performed at Wright-Patterson AFB. The primary goal of this guide is to ensure that the quality of these publications matches the high quality of the information they chronicle.

More detailed information on STINFO and technical publications can be obtained through the STINFO web site, http://www.wl.wpafb.af.mil/library/stinfo.htm or by calling one of our STINFO editors at DSN 785-5197.
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COVER:

Type report number in the left-hand corner of cover page. Format for cover should be consistent throughout each organization, but must contain information required by ANSI-STD Z39.18. See Section 5 of this guide for samples.

NOTICES (INSIDE FRONT COVER):

The inside front cover, “Notice Page,” contains the review and approval statement as well as special notices and signatures.
When it is necessary to call attention to certain aspects of a report, such as its security classification, restricted distribution, or proprietary information, appropriate notices shall be placed on the cover and title page, or other pages as needed (as in NOFORN, etc.). See Section 7 of this guide for samples.

**PAGE NUMBERS:**

Number all front matter in lower case Roman numerals. The body of the report should be numbered consecutively at the bottom center in Arabic numbers, beginning with a right-hand page.

**SPACING:**

Use double spacing throughout the text in all manuscripts submitted for editing. Use single or 1-1/2 line spacing for camera-ready copy.

**STANDARD FORM 298, REPORT DOCUMENTATION PAGE:**

A complete SF 298 is included as the first right-hand page after the cover in each report and should be numbered as page i. Confine abstract to the form. Use the back of the SF 298 if necessary.

**ABSTRACT**

An abstract presents a concise statement (maximum 200 words of the purpose, scope, and major findings of the report). It must be understandably independent of the rest of the report. It must contain no undefined symbols and make no reference by number to references or illustrative material. Z39.14-1979, *American National Standard for Writing Abstracts*, is the standard guide for preparing abstracts for scientific and technical reports.
TABLE OF CONTENTS:
A table of contents is seldom used in a report of eight pages or less. List principal headings as they appear in the report and the page numbers on which the headings occur. The table of contents pages will start with page number iii.

LIST OF FIGURES AND TABLES:
A report that contains 5 or more figures or tables is required to indicate these by using a List of Figures and/or a List of Tables. A list is optional for 5 or fewer figures or tables. The lists should follow the Tables of Contents page.

FOREWORD:
The foreword is an optional introductory statement that presents background material. It is written by an authority other than the report's author. The Foreword should come before the Preface and Summary.

[IMPORTANT NOTE: "FOREWORD," is one of the most frequently misspelled words in a technical report. It is NOT spelled "FORWARD", "FOREWARD or FORWARD".]

PREFACE
An optional introductory statement that announces the purpose and scope of the report and acknowledges any contributions for individuals not identified as authors or editors.

SUMMARY:
A summary is a required element of the text of a report. It clearly states the problem, the key points of the report, major results, conclusions and recommendations. The summary should never introduce material not found elsewhere in the text. Only information presented in the text of the report should be included in the summary.
HEADINGS:

Title of Paper: Capital letters, typed at the top of the cover page, centered.

Main Heading: Capital letters, centered.

Secondary Headings: Lowercase letters except for the first letter of all principal words, centered.

Tertiary: Initial caps, at left margin, underlined.

(SAMPLE HEADINGS)

METHODS AND MATERIALS (main heading)
Design of Equipment (secondary heading)

FIGURES:

Size: The desired size depends on the legibility of printed material on the figure and the amount of detail. To fit upright on a page in a report, the horizontal dimension (base image) should not exceed 6-1/2 inches. To fit lengthwise on a page, the horizontal dimension should not exceed 9 inches.
**TABLES:**

*Numbering:* Number tables consecutively in Arabic numerals preceded by the word "Table." Number the tables within appendixes with the appendix designation (for example, in Appendix A, the tables will be numbered A-1, A-2, A-3).

*Lines:* Use a horizontal line to separate the column boxheads from the body of the table. Avoid other vertical and horizontal lines wherever spacing can be used effectively.

*Headings:* Give the table number followed by the table heading. All major words in the table heading have the first letter capitalized. Headings are placed above tables. Column headings within the table are in lowercase letters except for the first letter of the first word and any proper nouns.

Table 1. Effects of a Prolonged Exposure to Oxygen in a Weightless Environment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ambient pressure (mm Hg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen debt$^a$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Table information is inserted under column headings)

Superscript letters a, b, c, etc., indicate footnotes to table.

Figure 1. Sample Table Layout
FOOTNOTES IN TEXT:

Explanatory footnotes are included in a report to clarify text information and should be as brief and clear as possible. To avoid preparing footnotes, an author may incorporate material into the text by enclosing it in parentheses or by placing it in a separate paragraph.

When used to clarify information, footnotes are keyed to the text of the report with superscript Arabic numbers. Footnotes are placed at the bottom of a page and separated from the text by a 12-space horizontal line. The footnote marking sequence starts over on each new page. If a footnote runs longer than its page margin, it is completed at the bottom of the subsequent page, preceding any footnotes from the next page. When a footnote is needed to clarify tabular information, a superscript sequence of lowercase letters or symbols should be used to avoid confusion with text footnotes. Footnotes do not appear in an abstract. The Chicago Manual of Style (13th edition) provides additional information on footnoting.

Footnotes should be typed flush left at the foot of the page on which their reference numbers or symbols appear.

Example:


The referenced footnote number or symbol in the text is typed a half-space above the appropriate line of text without any type of restrictive mark or punctuation. Footnotes to tables should be typed directly below the table.
REFERENCE MATERIAL:

TEXT REFERENCE: Refer to sources of information by placing the reference number (as listed at the end of the report) in parentheses and on the line of type. When several references are cited at one time, place their numbers in consecutive order, separated by commas, within one pair of parentheses. If authors are named in the text, place the appropriate number of the bibliographic item after the author's name. Example: "Freidman (4) described c...." Note: Format of the American Psychological Association (APA) may be used in lieu of the above. Classified documents should NEVER be referenced in an unclassified work. If limited documents are referred to the following statement should accompany the reference: Limited document [reason, i.e. export control], but no limited information from this reference has been included in this report.

APPENDICES: When one or more appendices are used, designate them Appendix A, Appendix B, etc. Number figures, tables, and equations with the letter designation of the appendix in which they fall (for example, A-1, B-1). Title each appendix. However, even though the option to number the appendices A-1, A-2, etc., is offered, sequential page numbering at the bottom center of the report must continue throughout the entire report. (See sample appendix pages in the back of guide.)
BIBLIOGRAPHY:

A bibliography lists sources of information not referenced in the text. Like text references, Classified documents should NEVER be referenced in an unclassified work. If limited documents are referred to the following statement should accompany the reference: Limited document [reason, i.e. export control], but no limited information from this reference has been included in this report.

Citing Internet/World Wide WEB

Citation styles for Internet publications are still evolving. Like most references, a Web document ideally should have an author, a title, and a date. The nature of the document should be given in brackets immediately following the title, i.e. [Database], [Electronic data file], [FTP archive], [WWW document], etc.

Samples of citations:

FTP:

ftp://blahblah.princeton.edu/pub/harnad/psyc.95.3.26/conscious.

World Wide Web page:


For additional detailed guidance, please refer to the Web Extension to American Psychological Association Style (WEAPAS), Proposed standard for referencing on-line documents in scientific publications:

Other sources:


**Glossary of Terms:** Define unusual terms either in the text or as a footnote the first time they are used in the text. When many such terms are used, list them in alphabetical order with definitions in a glossary.
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2.2. When providing technical documents to personnel from another DoD activity, mark documents to minimize the chance that DoD personnel might inadvertently give documents to inappropriate recipients.

2.3. Mark unclassified limited documents (i.e., documents not approved for public release) and classified documents with the following:


Revised -
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2.4. You do not have to put a distribution statement on contractor-technical proposals or documents submitted in anticipation of award of contracts. Follow the guidelines in paragraphs 2.5.3 [correction: 2.6.3] and 6.3 when working with contractor technical proposals that contain contractor limited rights data.

2.5. Guidance on release of software is in AFI 33-114, Command, Control, Communications, and Computer (C4) Software Management. NOTE: Only the software developer or office of primary responsibility may release source code; secondary distribution is limited to the application software (the object code).

2.6. The following is specific guidance for assigning distribution statements:
2.6.1. Distribution statements A-X may be applied to unclassified Air Force technical
2.6.2. When a classified document is declassified, retain the original distribution statement until the controlling office either removes or changes the statement. When a classified document is declassified and has no distribution statement, handle the document as distribution F until the controlling office assigns a distribution statement.
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2.6.4. Do not disseminate technical documents in draft or preliminary form without assigning distribution statements.
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2.9. For technical publications, place the distribution statement on the front cover, title page, and SF 298, Report Documentation Page. If the technical document is not intended for publication and does not have a cover or title page, stamp, print, or write the distribution statement on the front page of the document.

2.10. When possible, put the portions of the document that contain information requiring distribution limitation in an appendix or separate volume to permit broader distribution of the basic document. Write the abstract on the SF 298 so that the information in the abstract will not have a limited distribution (i.e. that it is approved for public release).

2.11. You must include distribution statements and export-control notices on newly created documents.

2.11.1. You do not need to apply markings to technical documents that were created before the implementation of this instruction until someone asks for them. Mark and control them properly before disseminating them.
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2.11.2.1. Assign distribution statements C, B, E, and F to technical documents bearing distribution statements 2, 3, 4, and 5 of superseded DoD Directive 5200.20, Distribution Statements (Other than Security) on Technical Documents, 29 March 1965, respectively.
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| DISTRIBUTION A | Approved for public release; distribution unlimited. |
| DISTRIBUTION B | Distribution authorized to US Government agencies only (reason) (date of determination). Other requests for this document shall be referred to (controlling DoD office). |
| DISTRIBUTION C | Distribution authorized to US Government agencies and their contractors (reason) (date of determination). Other requests for this document shall be referred to (controlling DoD office). |
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<th>STATEMENT</th>
</tr>
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<td>ADMINISTRATIVE OR OPERATIONAL USE. To protect technical or operational data or information from automatic dissemination under the international exchange program or by other means. This protection covers publications required solely for official use or strictly for administrative or operational purposes. This statement may be applied to manuals, pamphlets, technical orders, technical reports, and other publications containing valuable technical or operational data.</td>
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Transition on Turbine Blades and Cascades at Low Reynolds Numbers

Richard B. Rivir*
Wright Lab Directorate
US Air Force Wright Laboratory
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio

Abstract

The words that follow are merely randomly selected excerpts from an article, as this is an example only. Unpredicted losses in the low pressure turbine during operation at high altitudes has stimulated current interest in transition, and separation at low Reynolds numbers. In the turbine, free stream turbulence levels or unsteadiness resulting from vane wakes, passage vorticies, and end wall horseshoe vorticies exceeds the unsteadiness levels associated with a fully turbulent boundary layer.

In our work on low pressure, low Reynolds number turbine flows we have a few new measurements of transition, transition length and turbulence scales to add

Introduction

The commonly held physical picture of the transition process is illustrated schematically in Figure 1. Two D Tollimien Schlichting waves are amplified, breaking down into Emmons spots which propagate as a wedge with a following quiet wedge region until the boundary layer has become fully turbulent. Turbine transitions

*Associate Fellow
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